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ANYONE WHO STEPS FROM THE TRODDEN PATHS OF CIVILIZATION INTO THE GREAT WILD IS A LUCKY INDIVIDUAL. WHEN YOU DO

SO TO ENACT YOUR RIGHTFUL PLACE IN THE FOOD CHAIN, SO MUCH THE BETTER. BUT THIS STEP REQUIRES PREPARATION.

EXPERTISE AND KNOWLEDGE, AS WELL. FORTUNATELY THIS IS WHAT YOU GET WHEN A PASSIONATE HUNTER, WHO ALSO 

HAPPENS TO BE A TRAINED ENGINEER, SETS OUT TO MAKE TREESTANDS. THIS IS WHAT YOU GET EVER SINCE JOHN WOLLER SR.

STARTED SUMMIT TREESTANDS IN 1981. 

THE COMBINATION OF HUNTING PASSION AND ENGINEERING EXPERTISE GOES A LONG WAY IN EXPLAINING WHY SUMMIT HAS

LEAD THE WAY IN DEVELOPING STANDS THAT ARE SECURE, COMFORTABLE, SILENT AND CONCEALED. PROOF IS EVIDENT IN OVER

A DOZEN SUMMIT PATENTS, NOT TO MENTION COUNTLESS INNOVATIONS YOU NOW FIND THROUGHOUT THE INDUSTRY – PADDED

SEATS, BARS AND GUN RESTS, NOISELESS PLASTIC BUSHINGS, KNOBS INSTEAD OF WING-NUTS, WELDED BACK BAR BOLTS – THE

LIST GOES ON. IT’S THE SAME COMBINATION THAT KEEPS SO MUCH OF THE MANUFACTURING OF SUMMIT TREESTANDS IN

DECATUR, ALABAMA WHILE OTHERS MOVE THEIR OUTFITS OFFSHORE. AND IT’S WHY SUMMIT STANDS ARE BACKED BY THE BEST

WARRANTY IN THE BUSINESS. IT’S WHAT MAKES A SUMMIT – WELL, A SUMMIT.

< JOHN WOLLER SR. – Founder

When I first started making climbing stands in my garage over 
thirty years ago, I never dreamed Summit would grow to become
the industry leader in treestand design and engineering. 
Safety, Comfort, Silence and Concealed – they’ve been the 
guiding principles of product development at Summit since I
founded the company in 1981, and we’ve worked hard to apply
them to all of our new products for 2009.

I’m particularly excited about our all-new Raptor Series hang-on
stands with the Talon Bracket System – which makes hanging a
stand every morning fast and easy. Our new outfitter-quality ladder
stands will set a new standard for stability and durability, too.

And, I’m especially pleased with our new line of ground blinds,
which are a logical extension of our treestand business. The new
Run-N-Gun blinds look great in the new digital FLX camo, and they
set up so fast that you may wonder what you did before they came
along. Our new layout blinds for waterfowl hunting actually make
lying in a muddy cornfield comfortable, and the new digital FLX-OT
will attract everyone’s attention except the geese and ducks.

So, here’s to some good hunting in 2009. Just please remember to
wear your safety harness so you’ll be hunting again the next 
season, too.  – John Woller Sr., Founder

A MESSAGE FROM JOHN WOLLER SR.
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EVERY TREE. EVERY ROCK. EACH PINECONE AND TWIG IS ETCHED IN YOUR MIND. WHEN A DEER ENTERS THESE WOODS – 

YOU KNOW IT. WHEN A BUCK SO MUCH AS PASSES GAS IN THIS ACREAGE – YOU KNOW IT. SO WHEN IT’S TIME FOR ACTION, 

YOU WANT A CLIMBING TREESTAND AS COMFORTABLE IN THESE WOODS AS YOU ARE. EVERY SUMMIT CLIMBING STAND IS THE

DIRECT BENEFICIARY OF A 25-YEAR STAND-BUILDING TRADITION. THE RESULT OF A QUARTER CENTURY OF THE MOST INNOVATIVE 

DESIGN FEATURES AND MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES ON THE MARKET.  YES. THESE ARE YOUR WOODS. THIS IS YOUR HOUSE.

ENGINEERED TO PERFECTION. BUILT TO LAST.
Our climbing stands have set the pace for the treestand industry since 1981, with more patents
and innovations than all of the other manufacturers put together. Actually, most of our 
competitors aren’t manufacturers – they’re importers. That’s because Summit is the only major
brand of climbing treestands still assembled in the U.S.A. – by hard-core American hunters. 

But there’s a lot more to Summit’s claim to leadership than patents and pedigree. 
Our precision-welded extruded aluminum SummitLokt™ construction provides exceptional
rigidity and strength without adding extra weight – while eliminating any creaks and clicks 
for absolute silence in the field. The aluminum is powder coated with a non-glare finish for
durability and concealment. 

Our extra-strong, rubber-coated snakeable cables feature QuickDraw™ triggers and slide
easily into the frame to quickly adjust to fit trees from 8" to 20." No pins, knobs or bolts to
work loose, lose or make noise. Our RapidClimb™ Stirrups are quick and easy to use – while
eliminating the need for straps. Our padded closed-cell foam seat will keep you warm and 
comfortable all-day – and is easily adjustable for a perfect fit. And the unique, padded 
armrests and extra-high seatback eliminate fatigue in your neck and shoulders.

SUPERB CONSTRUCTION – Quality-built in the U.S.A. and inspected for quality at every step
in the construction process, we stand behind our stands with our Limited 5-Year Warranty. 
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MODEL
8 1087

The Titan is our largest climbing treestand with more room
than any we’ve ever built before. With a wider climbing
width and length and way more platform space, the Titan
will accommodate the biggest hunter – or anyone who
wants some extra room. The comfortable padded seat 
easily adjusts up and down for bow and gun hunting, and
the multi-purpose solid front bar not only makes climbing
easier, but serves as a gun rest. 

Weight limit: 350 lbs. Overall weight: 25 lbs.

The Goliath SS is a full-featured climber for full-framed
hunters. Extra room and an ample 350 lb. limit makes it
the perfect stand for the bigger hunter or for anyone
looking for a little extra room. A solid front bar makes
climbing easy and works well as a gun rest, and thick
padding on the armrests and seat make sure you stay
comfortable all day. 

Weight limit: 350 lbs. Overall weight: 21 lbs.
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Simply the ultimate, tricked-out luxury climbing stand. 
It’s a fully accessorized Viper™ SS featuring our incredibly 
comfortable Surround Seat (also available as an accessory to
upgrade your current Summit stand) and a super-thick padded
Comfort Mat which takes the back pain out of prolonged 
standing. With a fully adjustable gun rest, armrest padding
throughout and a total camouflage package – including a free
drop blind – you’ll be hunting in comfort and stealth. 

Weight limit: 300 lbs. Overall weight: 26 lbs. with accessories.

Our lightest sit-and-climb stand, the Viper™ SS is our best
all-round climber, with a perfect balance of roominess,
comfort, features and light weight. The versatile padded
seat can be raised for bow hunting and lowered for 
hunting with a gun – and the solid front bar makes climbing
easy and works well as a gun rest. Like all Summit
climbers, Viper™ SS features our RapidClimb™ Stirrups,
QuickDraw™ and SummitLokt™ technologies.

Weight limit: 300 lbs. Overall weight: 20 lbs. 
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The 180° Max SS offers a bit more room and capacity 
for bigger hunters and those who just prefer some extra
space. The height-adjustable Surround Seat lets you sit
facing the tree or can be reversed with the seat against
the tree. The premium-quality precision-welded aluminum
extended-top frame is ideal for tall hunters, yet still keeps
the weight down to a manageable 22 lbs. 

Weight limit: 350 lbs. Overall weight: 22 lbs.

Summit’s QuickDraw™ cable retention system is an important innovation in

climbing treestands. It’s also the fastest and quietest cable attachment 

system ever invented. Once the cable is sized for the tree diameter, all you

have to do is insert the cable into the QuickDraw bracket of the suspension

arm, pull the “trigger” and the cable securely locks into place. Simple.

There’s no fumbling with pins, knobs, nuts or bolts – and the attachment is

absolutely secure and silent. Who would hunt without it? Not us.

RapidClimb™ Climbing Stirrups are ergonomically shaped and adjustable to

fit any boot. Fast and incredibly easy to use, they are offered as a standard

feature on all Summit climbing stands.

SUMMITLOKT™ CONSTRUCTION 

We use high-quality extruded aluminum

and SummitLokt™ with precision welds for

absolute rigidity and maximum strength.

Every joint is “locked” into place before

welding and each joint is designed so the

stress on the weld is minimized. The result

is a noise-free stand that is strong, safe

and secure. SummitLokt is featured on all

of our climbing stands and most of our

non-climbers.
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The Razor™ provides all of the clearance of an open front
stand with the climbing ease of a sit-and-stand climber.
The unique folding bar allows you to sit and climb to your
preferred hunting elevation – and then fold it out of the way
while you hunt. The comfortable padded seat is easily
removed or adjusted for height – and the spacious platform
is the same size as the Viper™ SS and Goliath™ SS.

Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 21 lbs.

Designed for hunters who like to pack it back into the 
deepest woods, the OpenShot™ Deluxe weighs a scant 15
pounds. And, for a compact, ultra-portable stand, it feels
plenty comfortable and roomy when you settle down to
hunt. A unique folding seat is set inside the seat frame and
easily folds up when you want to stand up against the tree.
The padded seat then becomes a cushion for your back,
allowing you to stand more comfortably for longer periods
of time and with plenty of room. 

Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 15 lbs. 
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SILENT GHOSTS IN THE WOODS. HERE. THEN GONE. MOVEMENTS DRIVEN BY NATURE. OR THE BOZO THAT JUST CAME

THROUGH THE WOODS ABOUT AN HOUR AGO. FEAR NOT, FOR THE ALL-NEW RAPTOR™ SERIES OF HANG-ON STANDS OFFERS

EVERY OUNCE OF RELIABILITY AND EASE OF USE THAT DISTINGUISHES A SUMMIT STAND – BUT IN A HIGHLY MOBILE 

CONFIGURATION. BUILT TO EXCEL IN EVERY LOCATION AND SITUATION YOU MIGHT ENCOUNTER IN THE PURSUIT OF 

WHITETAILS, YOU WON’T FIND A MORE SECURE, COMFORTABLE, SILENT AND DEPENDABLE STAND IN THE WOODS. 

OF COURSE, WHEN WE’RE TALKING ABOUT THESE STANDS, THEY’RE PRETTY HARD TO FIND IN THE WOODS TO BEGIN WITH.

All of the Raptor Series hang-on stands feature our Single
Cable Spreader design. Meaning the platform is supported by
a single, self-leveling cable with a unique spreader bar below
the seat. A seemingly simple feature that significantly
increases the useable space on the platform by eliminating
the constricting “V” formed by traditional 2-cable suspension
systems. The leveling cable system makes it incredibly easy
to make precise adjustments to the platform, too.

DESIGNED BY ENGINEERS. AND HUNTERS.
If you think all hang-on treestands look and function pretty much
alike, you haven’t seen the new Raptor Series featuring Summit’s
innovative Talon Quick-Attach Bracket System. Once you strap the
compact bracket to a tree, you can install or remove the stand in
less than 30-seconds. Easy, quiet and foolproof – especially in the
dark, the Talon System allows you to remove your stand from the
tree every night to prevent theft or to comply with hunting 
regulations – without the hassle of re-hanging the bracket every
morning. (Additional Talon brackets are available separately.)

THE ULTIMATE HANG-ON STAND SEATING SYSTEM.

The Raptor Series Eagle model features a 3" 

saddle-style padded seat that is 

designed to relieve pressure points for 

significantly more comfort during the 

long hunting hours. You can also 

quickly change the height of the seat

for improved circulation – or just to

change positions. And the seat flips

up flush against the tree trunk, 

making it easy to stand with your

back to the tree.

EVERY JOINT IS LOCKED INTO PLACE BEFORE WELDING, 
AND DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE STRESS ON EACH WELD.
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Identical to our rsFALCON, but with a 4" longer platform for

just enough extra room. Designed for easy, silent hanging,

even in the dark, using our new Talon Bracket System. 

The exclusive Single Cable Spreader significantly increases

the useable space of the platform and allows you to 

stand with your back to the tree. The flip-up padded seat

switches quickly from a sitting to standing position. 

The innovative Talon Bracket System
quickly straps to the tree to provide a
strong, durable hook which holds your
treestand solidly against the tree – yet
takes only seconds to hang and remove. 

Summit’s leveling platform is safe and
secure. Height and attitude adjustments
can be made quickly by moving one or both
locking clips up or down a notch. Then, the
single cable slides through the spreader
bar to automatically level the platform. 

Light, compact and comfortable, the rsFALCON will hang
in less than 30 seconds using Summit’s innovative, 
new Talon Bracket System. Built of precision-welded
aluminum using ultra-quiet SummitLokt™ construction,
the Falcon features Summit’s Single Cable Spreader 
that eliminates the space-restricting “V” formed by 
2-cable suspension systems. It’s simply the most
sophisticated hang-on stand ever designed and built. 

MODEL
82042

Both rsFALCON and rsHAWK stands feature an
extra-thick padded seat that quickly flips up
and out of the way to make it easy to stand with
your back to the tree. It makes a comfortable
back pad, too.

All Raptor Series Hang-On Stands are engineered,
designed and built in Decatur, Alabama and backed
by Summit’s 5-Year Limited Warranty.

EVERY JOINT IS LOCKED INTO PLACE BEFORE WELDING, 
AND DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE STRESS ON EACH WELD.
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Featuring rugged steel construction, the rsOSPREY offers most  of

the advantages of the Raptor series aluminum hang-on stands

at a lower retail price. The padded, flip-up seat and unique

Single Cable Spreader makes standing with your back to the

tree safe, comfortable and convenient. And, the exclusive

Talon Bracket System makes hanging and removal a snap. 

MODEL
82041

The world’s most comfortable hang-on stand features
Summit’s new adjustable saddle-style seat which has 
3" of padding and is suspended to relieve pressure points
for incredible comfort during the longest hunts. The seat
also flips up and adjusts for height. The rsEAGLE also 
hangs easily using our Talon Bracket System – and our
Single Cable Spreader maximizes space on the rsEAGLE’s
extra-large platform. It’s simply the ultimate in comfort
and convenience.

Summit’s ultra-comfortable saddle-
style seat also flips up to become a
padded back pad for stand-up hunting.
The built-in “quick clip” secures the
seat to the back pad.

The innovative Single Cable Spreader
bar increases the usable space of your 
platform by eliminating the constricting
“V” of two-cable systems. With plenty 
of room, you can stand with your back
to the tree – not sideways – and move
around without fear of tripping.

The steel version also uses a Talon 
bracket for fast, safe and reliable 
hanging and removal of the stand.

Summit’s leveling platform is safe 
and secure. Height and attitude 
adjustments can be made quickly by
moving one or both locking clips up 
or down a notch. Then, the single 
cable slides through the spreader bar 
to automatically level the platform.

EVERY JOINT IS LOCKED INTO PLACE BEFORE WELDING, 
AND DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE STRESS ON EACH WELD.
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DEVOTION. HUMILITY. PURITY OF HEART. SACRIFICE. LISTEN TO THE GOOD WORD, FRIENDS. OF COURSE, WHEN YOU DELIVER

YOUR SERMON FROM THE FORMIDABLE MOUNT OF A NEW SUMMIT LADDER STAND, THE WORD IS SOLID, STEADFAST AND

COMFORTABLE. AVAILABLE IN ONE, ONE-AND-A-HALF AND TWO PERSON CONFIGURATIONS, THEY ARE AS ROCK-SOLID AS

ANY STAND IN ALL CREATION. EACH ONE SERIOUSLY OVER-ENGINEERED TO WITHSTAND EONS OF DEVOTED USE. 

EACH ONE AFFORDING THE COMFORT TO HUNT ALL DAY WITHOUT CONSTRAINT. EACH ONE VERY MUCH A SUMMIT. AMEN.

Did you ever think about the “wobble factor” when shopping for ladder stands? It seems like the

lower the price, the higher the wobble factor – which you only discover after you’ve lugged your

new stand home from the store, hauled it out into the woods and mounted it to a tree. Nice.

In addition to low price, another clue that should raise an eyebrow, is the “stabilizer bar.” 

You can pretty much figure that any stand that needs a stabilizer bar isn’t going to be very 

stable. Especially on cold, dark mornings before the coffee kicks in.

Enter the new Summit ladder stands. They don’t need stabilizer bars because our ladders are built

with extra-heavy-duty thick-gauged welded steel, with wide rungs and sturdy rails. The result is a

rock-solid hunting platform that won’t wobble when you’re climbing up or down – or when the wind

picks up. When you’re hunting out of a Summit ladder stand, the only wobble you’ll ever feel will

be in your knees when that 10-point toad you scouted all summer suddenly saunters into view. 

NO OTHER LADDER STAND COMES CLOSE.
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The most stable, most durable ladder stand on the 

market today. Over-built with extra-heavy-duty thick-

gauge steel, with wide, welded rungs and sturdy hand

rails, the Single Shot is so solid that it does not need

a stabilizer bar to prevent ladder and platform wobble.

With extra-thick padded seats and a spacious 

platform, you won’t find a more rock-solid, safer ladder

stand anywhere. 

Thick, padded seat and armrests are
designed to be ultra-comfortable for
extended periods of time. All of the
new ladder stands are offered in Next™

G1™ camo pattern.

MODEL
82046
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When hunting with a friend or loved one, you sure don’t
want to take chances in a flimsy, bargain-priced stand
from who-knows-where. The all-new Double Barrel is built
from the same quality materials and to the same 
standards as every Summit ladder stand – but in a two- 
person seating version. Safe. Secure. Comfortable. For two.

With all the quality features of the Single Shot, the
Single Shot Magnum offers 50% more room for larger
framed hunters – or those who just want some extra 
room to move around. Same thick-gauge welded steel
construction. Same wide, welded rungs and sturdy rails.
Same ultra-stable, ultra-safe design. But, with a wider
padded seat and platform. 

Super-wide, bench-style 
seating with thick 2"
padding is designed to
comfortably support 
two hunters for extended
periods of time. 

The one-and-a-half person
model is a great concept for
those who like a little extra
room to move around and shift
positions. The thick, padded
seat and armrests make this a
one-man seating suite.
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It gives you an elevated view in areas where putting up

a hang-on or locating a good climbing tree is just not

in the cards. In addition to the included ratchet tie-off

straps and anchors, we also have flared the rear legs

for a wider, more versatile base. Put it right where you

want it every time – without compromise.

MODEL
82027

Summit Pods are overbuilt for comfort, stability and safety –
and engineered to stand up to a lifetime of hard use. Unlike so
many tripod style stands, which are built to sell at the lowest
possible price, Summit Pods are built to outfitter-quality 
standards for rock-solid stability and many years of hard use. 

Each Pod is made from extra-heavy-duty thick-gauged welded
steel, with wide rungs and sturdy rails resulting in exceptionally 
stable platforms. The roomy platforms feature a thickly padded
seat with ergonomically designed padded backrests. 

Like our new line of sturdy, premium-quality ladder stands, 
our free-standing Pods were developed for hunters who want
quality and long-term value – not the cheapest price.
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Solid climbing steps on one leg with footrest steps on all

the legs means the shot is yours from nearly any angle.

The swiveling seat and pivoting gunrest allow you to get

into the stand quickly – and move silently into position. 

Its wide tripod stance is super stable and there is plenty of

clearance underneath for versatility in the woods.

A two-person stand-alone platform with all the features

needed for an all-day hunt. The Double X-Pod lets you

bring someone along to call, rattle or video without setting

up another stand. Two full seats are easily adjusted 

independently and the padded, fully adjustable gun rest is

accessible from either seat. 

The Double X-Pod features twin adjustable seats for customizable
comfort for each hunter. Both seats are suspended to reduce
pressure points, feature high-backed padded backrests, and are
infinitely adjustable to meet the needs of any size hunter. 

Designed especially for predator hunting, the Predator Pod features
a swivel seat and pivoting gun rest that allows you to silently line
up your shot and shoot with consistent, pin-point accuracy. 
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More than likely, you’ve heard somebody talking about

Bucksteps.™ Since their introduction, they’ve become a

hunting staple in the woods. Big enough to get both

boots on for hanging stands, but small enough not to 

be noticed, Bucksteps set you up to choose the best 

location, not the easiest.

BuckSteps provide safe, slip-proof footing, even when wearing
muddy or snow-caked boots. They’re designed to compactly nest
together for easy packing in and out of the woods. 
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Ever felt uneasy about climbing screw-in steps? 
So did we until SwifTree.™ The unique enclosed
steps provide sure footing and help prevent 
your boot from slipping off the side. Even in total
darkness you can “feel” the correct place to step.

MODEL
82001

This simple seat will open up a whole new way to hunt

deer, turkeys, and lots of other stuff, too. The possibilities

are unlimited. Just sling the buckle around the tree and

hang it. No more squirming around on pickle buckets,

stumps or rocks. Also great for ducks in flooded timber.

MODEL
82023

The unique enclosed steps
“capture” your foot to 
eliminate the possibility of
your boot slipping off the
end of the step – providing
safe, secure footing for even
muddy or snow-caked boots.
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TREESTAND ACCESSORIES > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
2009

ADJUSTABLE 
GUN REST | 85115
Fully adjustable gun rest fits 
most of our aluminum climbing
treestands. It includes a padded
front bar with NEXT G1 Camo.

ADJUSTABLE GUN 
REST FOR GOLIATH, TITAN
or 180 MAX | 85129
Fully adjustable gun rest fits
Goliath, Titan and 180° Max only.
It includes a padded front bar 
with NEXT G1 Camo.

GUN REST | 85007 
Pivoting gun rest for use on all
Summit stands that have a 
permanent front bar. Also works 
on many commercially available
stands. Complete assembly.

HIGH TRACTION 
STRIPS | 85002 
Set of 5 (five) adhesive backed,
non-skid strips. Very easy to 
apply and will fit all of the 
Summit models.

FOOTSTRAP KIT 
FOR ALUMINUM 
STANDS | 85026
Fits aluminum models only. Does
not fit 2004 or newer platforms.

FOOTREST KIT FOR 
ALUMINUM NON-FOLDING
TREE STANDS | 85023
Platform channels must be closed-
shape that run side to side, not
front to back. Eliminates pressure
on back of your legs. Also fits 
2004 and newer Backpacker 
model stands. Easy to install.

RAPID CLIMB 
STIRRUPS | 85052
Eliminate your toe straps. 
Just rest your heel on the bungee,
stretch it back and insert your foot
in the stirrup. Stirrups will fit any 
of our aluminum stands with 1"
square tubing. They also fit many
commercially available stands.

UNIVERSAL 
BOW HOLDER | 85091
Our all metal, universal bow 
holder is the perfect stand 
addition for bowhunters. 
It clamps on in seconds and fits
most Summit models plus many
commercially available stands.
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> > > > > >

EZ KUT PRUNER | 85119
The ratchet design cuts up to 1"
diameter live branches. Great for
dressing game, clearing camp sites,
opening up shooting lanes or just
working around the house. Includes
a metal hand guard, cushioned grip
and thumb lock for when they are
not in use.

SURROUND SEAT | 85117
Offers full coverage enclosed 
seat and convenient pockets 
within easy reach. NEXT G1 Camo.
Fits most Summit climbing 
treestand models.

UTILITY STRAPS 
WITH TOURNIQUET 
BUCKLE | 85024
Our multi-purpose utility strap will
come in handy in many situations.
This is the same strap that is
included with all our treestands.
Sold in pairs.

30' BOW ROPE | 85030 
Works great for hoisting your 
gun or bow. Easy to attach, 
tangle-free design.

FOAM SEAT 
FOR CLIMBING 
TREESTANDS | 85124
Fits most model Summit climbing
treestands including:
Viper, Goliath, Razor, Bullet, 
Python and Razor. Also fits
many commercially available
stands. NEXT G1 Camo.

FOAM SEAT
FOR OPENSHOT | 85070
Fits all OpenShot treestands 
made between 2004 and 2007.

FOAM SEAT FOR: 
180, SINGLE BARREL 
OR X-POD | 85071
Hard, single piece backrest, 
Quick change buckles. 
NEXT G1 Camo.
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TREESTAND ACCESSORIES > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
2009

UNIVERSAL ARM 
PAD KIT | 85120
Pair of 12" camo arm pads with
cable ties. NEXT G1 Camo.

FRONT STORAGE 
BAG | 85122
Zippered storage bag for our 
hunting stands. Our front storage
bag will fit any Summit that has 
a front bar, and they also fit 
many other brands of treestands.

SIDE STORAGE 
BAGS | 85123
Two zippered storage bags for 
your hunting stands. Bags are
tapered to fit neatly under the 
armrests on all Summit stands.
They also fit many other brands 
of treestands on the market.

DELUXE BACKPACK
STRAPS | 85057
Upgrade to these thick padded
straps. Adjustable and easy 
to install. Fits many other 
commercially available stands.

72" PAD KIT | 85121
Single 72" pad with cable ties 
for most Summit stands. 
Also fits many commercially 
available stands.

ADJUSTABLE 
BACKPACK 
STRAPS | 85005 
A set of camo backpack straps 
for use with any of our Summit
stands. Quick-adjust buckle. 
Fits many other commercially
available stands.

MAKE YOUR STAND THE PERFECT PERCH WITH THE SUPPLIES YOU NEED FOR THE ULTIMATE IN HUNTING SAFETY, COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE. SEATS, BOW

HOLDERS, FOOT RESTS AND GUN RESTS ARE ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES FOR STAYING COMFORTABLE DURING THOSE LONG STRETCHES IN THE HUNTING STAND.

YOU CAN ALSO UPGRADE YOUR TREESTAND WITH CAMO SKINS, TRACTION STRIPS AND BACKPACK STRAPS. AND IF YOU'RE PLANNING ON TAKING SNACKS,

HEAT PACKS OR BINOCULARS ON YOUR HUNT, YOU'LL WANT TO MAKE SURE TO PICK UP SOME OF OUR ZIPPERED STORAGE BAGS. THEY EASILY SNAP ONTO

YOUR STAND WITHOUT INTERFERING – AND THEY GIVE YOU PLENTY OF EXTRA STORAGE ROOM FOR YOUR HUNTING GEAR.
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REPLACEMENT PARTS > > > > > > > > > > > > >> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >

COMFORT MAT | 85118
Made with comfortable high-
density foam that won't hold
water. Reduces the stress on 
your feet and back. 
NEXT G1 Camo.

DROP BLIND | 85116
Easy to deploy and then rolls up
to stow around the top bar of
many of our closed-front stands.
NEXT G1 Camo.

LADDER STRAP 
KIT | 85074
Replacement ratcheting straps 
for Summit ladder stands.
Includes two extra-long straps 
and two ratchets.

REPLACEMENT 
SHRINK TUBE FOR
CABLES | 85010
Two full-length shrink tubing
pieces to replace old, worn-
out tubing. Heat with heat 
gun to apply. Sold in pairs.

REPLACEMENT 
CABLES FOR CLIMBING
TREESTANDS | 85009
Instead of trying to repair nicks 
or cuts, purchase a brand new
pair of cables for your climbing
treestand. Sold in pairs. Fits all
Summit climbing cable stands.

BUCKSTEP 
REPLACEMENT 
STRAPS | 85048
Set of replacement straps for 
the BuckStep tree steps.
Adjustable with spring-loaded
buckle. Sold in sets of four.

IN-LINE 
CABLE TIES | 85051
Great for adding camouflage 
to your treestand, ground blind,
duck blind, etc. The in-line 
design eliminates scrapes from
trimmed off ends. Set of eight.
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Summit’s Treestand Safety Rope

Climbing System is another

innovative breakthrough in

treestand convenience and safety.

The strong, 30' braided nylon climbing rope features

a pre-attached prussic hitch, which clips to your safety

harness tether. The prussic hitch can then be slid up

the rope while you climb to your stand, or slid back

down as you descend – yet it will clinch tight in the

event of a slip or a fall. This system adds an important

safety component to your hunt during those critical

periods when you are not seated or standing safely in

your stand. The oversized rope, clip and carabineer

are also easy to use when wearing gloves.

We think the most important piece of hunting equipment you can take into the woods is a safety harness that’s certified to
meet the TMA standards for harnesses / treestands. That’s why we’ve devoted as much of our engineering expertise to 
developing our Seat-O-The-Pants line of safety harnesses as we have to developing treestands. Once again, our design 
principles of Safety, Comfort, Silence and Concealment guided the development of these must-have safety products.

SAFETY: Seat-O-The-Pants harnesses are safe because their tangle-free design makes them easy to put on – even
in the dark – so hunters are more likely to use them. With a four-point full-body design that’s completely adjustable for
a secure, comfortable fit, the leg straps are configured to prevent groin injury in the event of a fall. Each safety harness
includes a lineman-style climbing rope and prussic hitch that helps to maintain continuous contact with the tree to 
protect you from falls as you climb.

COMFORT: All Summit treestand safety harnesses are lightweight, durable and won't interfere with your shooting. 
Convenient slides make it easy to adjust every strap for a perfect fit so they never bind or pull or otherwise feel uncomfortable or
impede your movements.

SILENT: All metal components (d-rings, leg buckles) are rubber coated so they’re 100% silent in the woods.

CONCEALED: Seat-O-The-Pants safety harnesses feature NEXT G1 – NEXT Camouflage’s super-realistic woodland pattern.
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The FastBack™ treestand safety harness has a light-

weight, tangle-free design that will keep you cool and

comfortable. It has all of the fall protection features you

need but without added bulk or uncomfortable straps.

You can move freely while wearing the FastBack, and

the lightweight fabric back keeps you cool. Like all of

our treestand harnesses, the FastBack can be worn

over or under your standard hunting clothes, so you can

put it on before you leave camp. Leg and waist buckle

design allows for quick and positive hook-ups. Rubber-

coated D-rings allow use as a lineman-style climbing

belt. Finally, the tether strap includes “breakaways”

designed to absorb the shock of a fall. Comes with a

free safety rope and prussic knot.

The FastBack™ Deluxe has all of the safety and conven-

ience features of our FastBack, including a lightweight,

tangle-free design, “breakaway” tether strap. Deluxe 

features include a wider belt design, mesh back for hot

weather comfort and two handy side pouches to carry

hunting essentials like calls, scents and other small

items. Like all Summit harnesses, the Fastback deluxe

comes with a free safety rope and prussic knot.
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Simply the lightest, most comfortable, easy-

to-use four-point safety harness on the 

market today. The original tangle-free

design, the SOP features a convenient fanny

pack to store all your straps when hiking in

or out. Or, you can wear it under your 

hunting clothes so you can rig up before

you leave camp. The webbing is light-

weight, 6,000 lbs. strength polyester in

NEXT G1 camo, and the low-profile

interlocking buckles are coated for

absolute silence. A break-away tether

cushions accidental falls. Comes with

a free safety rope and prussic knot.

FEATURES TO LOOK FOR IN A NEW SAFETY HARNESS
There’s a lot of thought and engineering that goes into a good treestand safety harness, and the best subscribe
to the time-proven KISS (keep it simple, stupid) principle. At Summit, we try to make everything as simple as
possible – but never TOO simple. And that especially goes for our Seat-O-The-Pants Safety Harnesses. 

1. TANGLE-FREE DESIGN: A safety harness doesn’t do you any good if you aren’t wearing it, which is why we 
pioneered tangle-free designs with our SOP harnesses so they’d be easy to put on and take off. Our standard SOP 
harness features a handy fanny pack to store your straps when you aren’t wearing the harness. With our FastBack 
harnesses, all you have to do is pick them up by the tether, and the harness is ready to slip on just like a vest.

2. LIGHTWEIGHT & COMFORTABLE: Vest-style harnesses look easy to put on and take off, but that’s often the best part about
them. Many are heavy, hot, bulky and uncomfortable to wear – especially over a couple of layers of fleece and an outer shell. 
SOP harnesses are almost weightless, and once they’re on, you almost forget they are there. SOP harnesses are also designed
to be worn either over or underneath your hunting garments – a handy feature for cold-weather hunting when you want to rig
up back in camp.

3. SAFETY: That’s why you wear them, right? Our SOP harnesses quickly and easily adjust for a
perfect fit so there’s no binding or pinching, which is especially important if you fall. Plus, our
tether straps feature sewn-in break-away pleats which pop open to lessen the shock of a seri-
ous fall, so you stay awake and alert.
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S.O.P. CLIMBING 
SYSTEM | 83014
Comes complete with 30' 
climbing rope, prussic hitch, 
lineman’s clip and locking 
carabineer clip – plus a 
convenient carrying bag.

S.O.P. LOCKING  
CLIP | 83011
This rugged locking 
mountaineering-style carabineer 
is easy to operate while 
wearing gloves.

S.O.P. TREE 
DESCENDER | 83018
In the unlikely event of a fall, 
our Tree Descender will make 
it easier to get you safely to 
the ground. Includes safety 
rope and two prussic knots 
for foot holds.

S.O.P. SAFETY ROPE 
WITH HARDWARE | 83015
A complete safety kit with 
climbing rope, prussic hitch, 
lineman’s clip and locking 
carabineer clip.

S.O.P. CLIMBING 
SYSTEM | 83024 Combo Pack
The combo pack features 
three complete climbing systems
(without carry bags).

S.O.P. SAFETY 
ROPE | 83023
An extra safety rope with 
prussic knot – but not the 
accompanying hardware.

S.O.P. SUSPENSION 
RELIEF SYSTEM | 83049
Comes in a handy carrying pouch. 
Helps relieve pressure on 
your legs in the event of a fall. 
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THE REWARDS OF A LIFE SPENT IN THE OUTDOORS MAY NOT BE THE SUBJECT OF MANY FORBES MAGAZINE ARTICLES. ITS REWARDS

ARE MORE SUBTLE THAN MEMBERSHIP IN A GATED COMMUNITY. INSTEAD THERE IS THE GRATIFICATION OF MAKING YOUR WAY

THROUGH THE DARK WOODS, QUICKLY SETTING UP A BLIND AND ABSORBING THE WAKING WOODS. SUMMIT GROUND BLINDS ARE A

REWARD UNTO THEMSELVES. THEY ARE, AFTER ALL, SUMMIT BLINDS. HELD TO THE SAME STANDARDS AS ALL SUMMIT PRODUCTS.

YOU ARE FREE TO BE A SINGLE-MINDED HUNTING MACHINE,
BECAUSE QUITE FRANKLY, WE’VE THOUGHT OF EVERYTHING 
ELSE WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR BLIND.

It seemed only natural for us to apply our engineering expertise and hunting 

experience to developing ground blinds. Like treestands, our guiding design 

principles of Safety, Comfort, Silence and Concealment apply perfectly. So, we’re

proud to introduce two exciting new series of ground blinds for 2009: 

THE RUN-N-GUN –
Which completely reinvents the tent-style hunting blind. 

THE AMBUSH SERIES OF LAYOUT BLINDS – Representing 
a breakthrough in comfort, concealment and convenience in the field.

Summit’s new Ambush layout blinds 
feature the revolutionary new FLX-OT 
digital camouflage pattern 
especially designed for 
open terrain.
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Leave it to our engineers to completely reinvent the ground blind.

When our customers asked us to design and build a better ground

blind, the common complaint they shared with the blinds they

were currently using was they were all too complicated and time-

consuming to put up and take down. So, we designed a blind that

will go up in ten seconds – and take down in five. No kidding.

The secret is the Run-N-Gun’s unique inverted high-tension frame-

work that works sort of like an inside-out, upside-down umbrella

– only you use your feet instead of your fingers. Sure it’s a little

different – actually, it’s a LOT different – and everyone who 

tested it in the field thought it was very cool.

Our new Run-N-Gun Deluxe ground blind sets up in an 
incredible ten seconds – and takes down in five. It’s quiet
and roomy (6' x 6' / 69" tall at center) and offers all of the
advanced hunting features demanded by hard-core hunters,
including large, removable “shoot through” mesh windows,
silent side adjustable window flaps, a vented roof, brush loops
and tie down straps. The cover is weatherproof, water-resistant,
UV-protected pongee material in FLX digital camo on the 
outside and matte black on the inside.

MODEL
87001

A BETTER MOUSETRAP INDEED.
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The Run-N-Gun Standard offers all the performance features

of the Deluxe model, but with 600 Denier material. 

The exclusive inverted high-tension framework sets up in

ten seconds and takes down in five. Like the deluxe model,

the blind interior is a roomy 6' x 6' footprint with a 69" 

ceiling at the center. Removable, large “shoot through”

mesh windows adjust silently. 

The Run-N-Gun Lite is designed for hunters on the go. 

Built with the same inverted high-tension framework that

sets up in ten seconds and takes down in five, the Lite

model features a more compact 5' x 5' footprint, 65" 

ceiling and a lighter-weight 300 Denier material.

The large 48 x 15" window features “shoot through” mesh

and the side window flaps adjust silently. Comes in NEXT G1

camo on the outside and matte black backing on the inside.

FLX and NEXT G1. The Run-N-Gun blinds feature two of the
newest, most innovative camouflage patterns on the 
market today. FLX is a revolutionary new digital pattern
that excels at concealing large objects at both long and
short distances. NEXT’s G1 is a classic woodland pattern
featuring sticks, leaves and other natural elements so it
blends into to most hunting environments.
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Our new Ambush Deluxe blind offers field hunters all of the

advanced features and comfort they want in a premium 

layout blind – yet it folds up lengthwise to fit in the back of

an SUV. The heavy-duty aluminum frame features a unique

folding design for easy set up/take down. The 600 Denier

polyester shell features the new FLX-OT (Open Terrain)

Digital Camo shell. A rugged PVC Bottom is waterproof in 

up to 4" of water. The roomy, flip-top cockpit features a 

zippered front for easy clean up. Over 100 stubble straps

make brushing out the blind fast and easy.

MODEL
87004

The heavy-duty aluminum
frame features a unique 
folding design for easy set up/
take down. No pins or bolts 
to freeze up or lose in the 
mud and snow. The blind 
folds in half lengthwise for
easy transport in the back 
of an SUV – no pickup or 
trailer required.
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The Standard Ambush™ features the same heavy-duty 

aluminum frame with the same unique folding design for easy

set up/take down. The FLEX™ OT (Open Terrain) Digital Camo

shell is 600 Denier polyester with a durable 1200 Denier poly-

ester floor. With a roomy, flip-top cockpit, zippered front for

easy clean up, over 100 stubble straps and handy zippered

flagging ports on both sides, the Ambush Standard is the best

value in high-performance layout blinds on the market today. 

The low profile of the Ambush blind makes it completely 
concealed in the field. Over a hundred stubble straps make
brushing out the blind fast and easy. 

Comfort, concealment and visibility is what it’s all about in
those gray hours of dawn when the geese start to fly. 
Our wide-screen mesh window provides a clear view of the
sky, but conceals your movements from the eyes above. 
A fully adjustable lumbar, back, neck- and headrest is so 
comfortable, it just might lull you to sleep.

Our Economy model features a rugged heavy-duty aluminum

frame with 600 Denier PVC-backed polyester fabric cover in

an all-purpose khaki color. The low profile and stubble

straps improve concealment. The roomy flip-top cockpit 

features a large, built-in gear and decoy bag with drawstring

closure and an oversized mesh screen viewing window. 

The insulated padded seat is constructed of closed cell foam. 

Both the Deluxe and Standard versions feature 
concealed flagging ports so you can flag distant 
flocks without opening the door of the blind. 

Even our economy model pays attention to comfort features, with
thick padding and an ergonomic headrest. It also features the same
low profile which is vital to proper concealment in harvested fields
where ground cover is sparse or non-existent.

Our all-purpose, PVC-backed polyester khaki material was carefully
selected for rugged durability, an economical price and an easily
concealed neutral color. With over 100 stubble straps and a little
brushing out, you’ll not simply blend in – you’ll virtually disappear.
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SUMMIT TREESTANDS | 715-A SUMMIT DRIVE, DECATUR, AL 35601 | 256-353-0634

SUMMIT TREESTANDS AND ACCESSORIES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT SELECT RETAILERS AND DEALERS. 
A LIST OF RETAILERS AND DEALERS IS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE ON OUR WEB SITE. ACCESSORIES, REPLACEMENT

PARTS AND SPECIALTY ITEMS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE ON OUR WEB SITE OR BY PHONE.

SUMMIT PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING U.S. PATENTS:
5,937,969; 5,971,104; 5,975,242; 6,125,966; 6,182,792; 6,397,973; D,417,011; D,420,147

TRADEMARKS: Bucksteps, Fastback, Summit Goliath, Openshot, Quick Draw, Rapidclimb, Razor, Summit, Summitlokt, Swiftree, Trophy Chair, Viper are all trademarks 
or registered trademarks of Summit Treestands, LLC - a subsidiary of Plastics Research and Development Corporation, a subsidiary of EBSCO Industries, Inc.

Catalog images reflect the various models and accessories as configured at the time of printing and are subject to change without notice at any time. 
Weights are approximate and do not include standard accessories.
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